Introduction
In this paper we define and investigate bundles, linear bundles and principal bundles in the category of differential spaces. The notions of bundle, linear bundle and principal bundle as an immediate generalization of notions known from the theory of"manifolds [1] , admits objects which are not in general bundles in the category of differential manifolds. Moreover, objects with no constant dimension of fibres are considered. We prove some propositions which are, in general, not true in the category of differential manifolds. For example we prove that kernel and image of a projection of a linear bundle are linear bundles in the category of differential spaces as well. For all basic definitions about differential spaces we refer to the papers of R. Sikorski [2] , [3] and A. KowalczVk [4] .
Bundles in the category of differential spaces
Given a differential space E, the symbols E and ^(E) denote the space of points of E and the differential structure of E, respectively. If u is a smooth mapping of a differential space E into a differential space M, we write-throughout this paper, simply TT:E »M. Definition 1. A bundle, in the category of differential spaces, is a triple (E,n,M) where E, M are two differential spaces (total space, base space) and 7i:E >M is a surjection. For beM, 7T A subbundle of a bundle (E,rc,M) is a bundle (E' ,ir' ,M' ), where E' ,M' are differential subspaces of E,M respectively, and 7i' =T71 E' .
If (E,TT,M) is an arbitrary bundle, EQ and M Q are the subspacees of E and M respectively, then • Let us notice that the above proposition is not true, in general, in the category of bundles over the differential manifolds. is a fibre bundle of differential spaces which is not, in general, a fibre bundle of differential manifolds. 6. Let B be a differential sp^ce of constant differential dimension n. The quadruple (TB, 71, B, IR n ) is a fibre bundle of differential spaces.
An action of a Lie group G on a differential space P is a mappings *:PxG >P satisfying the conditions:
) for p€P, and g,heG; (ii) i(p,e)=p for pep, (e-is the unit element of G).
Let us define now a notion of a principal bundle in the category of differential spaces. Definition 3. A principal bundle in the category of differential spaces is a system (P,n,B,G,¥) , where (P,tt,B,G) is a fibre bundle with the typical fibre G and iiPxG >P is a smooth action of the Lie group G on P, such that there exists an atlas {(n~ (U^), f^)of (P,rr,B,G) satisfying condition The typical fibre of a principal bundle P in the category of differential spaces is called the structural group of P.
Let (P,n,B,G,$) and (P' ,n' ,B' ) be principal bundles then a bundle morphism (f,f) : (P,n,B) >(P' ,tt' ,B' ) satisfying condition f(p«h)=f(p)»h, peP, heG is called a principal bundles homomorphism of P and P'.
Let (P,n,B,G,i) be a principal bundle and be an open covering of B, such that (7r~1(U^)f i ) is a map, for iel. As in the theory of manifolds we define the transition
